From nature to your home.

SOUTH AFRICA |
 AUSTRALIA | TURKEY
YOUR DESTINATION OF CHOICE FOR ALL NATURAL STONE PRODUCTS
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About us

About us
Artmar Natural Stone is a well established and trusted

Our subsidiary, Artmersan Mining Pty LTD, based in Turkey,

international company with representation in South Africa,

adds to the essence of our acclaimed company as we

Turkey and Australia. The business was founded by Turkish

also own a 20 500m² producing factory in Denizli, Turkey

businessman, Ufuk Caner, in 2006, when he started with

and our own quarries, so we fully understand the process

his first shipment of travertine tiles to South Africa. Now, in

from nature to your door. We have been recognised as the

partnership with his brother Sureyya Caner, who runs the

Turkey Aegean region’s second largest exporter of natural

Australian operation, the two brothers have taken the stone

stone products in 2019. This gives us more confidence in

world by storm.

sourcing and importing only the best affordable natural
stone products for our customers.

Through a lot of hard work, passion and true–love for this
business, we have become the largest wholesaler of

Artmar Natural Stone brings you affordable and undeniable

products of this nature in South Africa, with branches in both

quality, years of experience and genuine service in our niche

Cape Town and Johannesburg.

market segment.

What makes us the market leader in South Africa, is the fact

Our core values and ideologies come from being a tight–knit

that our company is backed by a multinational footprint,

family–owned business, thus always ensuring you experience

allowing us to have global purchasing power from four

personal service and a heartfelt contribution to your project,

continents and ten countries around the world. This enables

no matter how big or small.

us to maintain an extensive stock holding within South Africa
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Artmersan Marble Quarry – Soma, Turkey

(holding an average of 100 000m² of natural stone products

We offer a variety of services such as knowledge sharing,

at any point in time). We source from nature and deliver to

sourcing, importing, supply, fabrication and installation

your door, no matter where you are in the world.

giving you the convenience of being a one–stop–shop.
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Marble

Marble

Marble
Marble is truly one of the most elegant stone materials that you can
have in your home. From classical architectural structures to gorgeous
bathrooms, kitchens and kitchen counters, fireplaces and accent
design installations in suburbia, as well as shopping centres, corporate
offices and government buildings, builders have been featuring
marble as a practical yet luxurious material for centuries.
Marble is also a popular choice due to the fact that it is hypoallergenic,
allergen, water and bacterial resistant.
Marble tiles come in a wide range of colours, making it an ideal choice
for accentuating any type of décor. In addition to the multitude of
hues available, the differences in vein patterns and grain, distinguish
various types of marble from one another and will always be uniquely
yours, as not one slab is the same.
With marble, the choices are limitless which allows you to create a
distinctive design with any application of this material.
You can count on marble to be durable, resilient and elegantly
beautiful. As a naturally decorative and aesthetic material, marble
instantly adds artistic accents to any home or commercial property,
giving you that timeless, bespoke visual impact you desire.
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Mugla Marble - Honed
Private Residence Atlantic Seaboard Cape Town
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Silverado – Polished

Marble

Marble

Volakas – Polished

Marble Finishes
POLISHED: The most popular finish of marble, polishing gives the stone
a highly reflective sheen that produces the least porous finished
surface. A polished finish is created when a stone surface reaches
its most refined stage. It is buffed to the highest level possible, and
the results are either a high shine or the actual highest level of shine
that can be achieved naturally. This finish gives the stone a very
elegant and rich look, providing it with a pinnacle depth of colour.
HONED: This finish is created by buffing the stone to slightly less than
the highest level. The result is a smooth but more natural appearance.
A honed finish refers to any level that is less than polished and
therefore encompasses many levels of a natural finish.

Silver Pearl – Polished
BRUSHED: Brushed marble has a slightly rough texture and a matte
finish. It is more antique and is less slippery compared to a honed
or polished finish.

Standard Sizes
600 x 600 x 20mm
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Marble Volakas – Polished
Private Residence Atlantic Seaboard Cape Town

1200 x 600 x 20mm
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New Palamino – Polished

Ivory Cream – Polished

Marble

Crema Marfil – Polished

Marble

Creme de la Creme – Polished

Standard Sizes

Standard Size

610 x 610 x 12mm
610 x 610 x 12mm

Bianco Rosso – Polished
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Pearl Bianco – Polished

Also available in: 1220 x 610 x 12mm

New Palamino – Polished

Ivory Cream – Polished

1220 x 610 x 12mm
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Nero Marquena – Polished
Standard Size

Standard Size

1200 x 600 x 16mm

600 x 600 x 18mm

Arctic Lime – Polished

Moonlight Grey – Polished
Standard Size

Standard Size

610 x 610 x 15mm
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Marble

Marble

American Silver – Polished

1200 x 600 x 20mm

Diana Royale
Private Residence Ballito KZN
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African Dark – Brushed

Silver Shadow – Polished
Retail Clothing Store Turkey

Marble

Marble
14

Silver Stella Prem – Honed

(also available in Polished)

600 x 600 x 20mm

600 x 600 x 20mm

Silver Shadow – Honed

Antique Silver Pearl – Leathered

610 x 610 x 15mm

1200 x 600 x 20mm
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610 x 610 x 15mm

600 x 600 x 20mm

Marble

Silver Pearl – Honed (also available in Polished)

Marble

Thunder Grey – Sandblasted

Thunder Grey – Sandblasted
m
406x406x12mm
203x203x12mm

610x406x12mm

406x406x12mm

610x406x12mm

203x203x12mm

406x406x12mm

406x406x12mm
203x203x12mm

203x203x12mm

406x406x12mm
406x203x12mm
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French pattern set x 15mm

Mercury Blue – Leathered
Private Residence Camps Bay Cape Town
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Granite

Granite

Granite
Granite is widely considered to be one of the most durable natural
stones because of its creation process. It takes thousands and
thousands of years of extreme pressure for granite to reach its final
state, making it incredibly dense. The strength of granite is said to
rival that of diamonds, which are actually used to cut the stone into
slabs at quarries.
Granite has become increasingly popular and besides its natural
beauty, granite has several obvious benefits to homeowners.
Granite is used in buildings, bridges, paving, monuments, and many
other exterior projects. Indoors, polished and even honed granite
slabs and tiles are used for countertops, tile floors, stair treads and
many other design elements. Granite is a prestige material, used in
projects to produce impressions of elegance, simplicity and quality.
ADVANTAGES OF GRANITE FLOORING
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Speckled White – Leathered
Commercial Offices Paarden Eiland Cape Town

•

Granite flooring is hard, durable and long lasting

•

Granite is easy to maintain

•

It is available in a wide range of colours and patterns

•

Extremely versatile and looks beautiful

•

Hypoallergenic, allergen, bacterial resistant
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Granite

Granite

Granite Finishes
LEATHERED: Leathering is the process of texturing the granite’s
smooth surface, leaving it less glossy and more “non slip” It is easy
to clean and maintain, as well as pleasing to the touch – a perfect
balance between style and practicality.
FLAMED: A flamed finish is produced when an intense flame is fired
at the stone, causing the surface to burst and become rough. This
finish is used primarily for exterior applications where slip–resistance
is extremely important. This finish cannot be applied to all stones,
however most granites can be flamed.
HONED: This finish is created by buffing the stone to slightly less than
the highest level. The result is a smooth but natural appearance.
A honed finish refers to any level that is less than polished and
therefore encompasses many levels of natural finish.
POLISHED: A polished finish is created when a stone surface reaches
its most refined stage. It is buffed to the highest level possible and
the results are either a high shine or the actual highest level of shine
that can be achieved naturally. This finish gives the stone a very
elegant and rich look, providing it with a pinnacle depth of colour.
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Venus Grey – Leathered
Private Residence Atlantic Seaboard Cape Town
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Granite

Cosmic Grey Dark – Leathered

Granite

Speckled White – Leathered

Standard Size
Universal Grey – Leathered
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Speckled White – Leathered
Commercial Offices Paarden Eiland Cape Town

Cosmic Grey Light – Leathered

1200 x 600 x 15mm
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Standard Size
1200 x 600 x 15mm

Venus Grey – Honed
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Granite

Venus Grey – Leathered

Granite

Santa Monica – Leathered

Oatmeal – Bush Hammered

1200 x 600 x 20mm

Speckled White – Leathered
Private Residence Camps Bay
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We started our business 16 years ago with our first container of

Travertine

Travertine

Travertine
Travertine and have never looked back since. Our deeply established
trusted relationship with our supplier ensures that we can select the
best affordable quality travertine tiles, cladding, mosaics, basins and
slabs for you.
Travertine creates a classic, fresh and functional atmosphere while
still feeling warm and welcoming. Known for its long streaks and
consistent colour, it will look great wherever you install it. Since it has
a fibrous, marble–like texture and attractive earthy tones, it is one of
the most popular stones used for building materials.
Travertine colours range from soft ivories and pale creamy whites to
rich golden shades of walnut and honey, silvery greens, rustic reds,
deep mocha and coffee shades. Travertine Bianco, which is the
lightest off white shade available, is EXCLUSIVE to Artmar.
Whether you need classic travertine tiles for your indoor/outdoor
lounge, a beautiful slab for your outdoor braai area, cladding for
your fireplace or even mosaics for your shower, we have it all.
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Classic Travertine – Filled & Honed
Lanzerac Hotel and Spa Stellenbosch Cape Town
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Travertine

Travertine

Travertine Finishes

Classic Travertine – Filled & Honed

HONED TRAVERTINE: Honed is a flat, satin smooth, low shine, matte
finish. Honed travertine is the most popular choice for home use
POLISHED TRAVERTINE: The travertine is smoothened and polished
to a shiny reflective surface similar to marble. This finish is most
common in commercial applications.
BRUSHED TRAVERTINE: Brushed has a slightly rough texture and
matte finish. It is more antique looking and is less slippery compared
to a honed or polished finish.
TUMBLED TRAVERTINE: Tumbled is the most natural finish, resulting in
a highly textured finish, with no shine and edges that are rounded
with a worn appearance that resembles ancient stone. Tumbled
travertine is most often found in outdoor installations.

Exclusive Travertine – Filled & Honed
UNFILLED TRAVERTINE: Travertine in its porous state with naturally
occurring holes, popular for outdoor use.
FILLED TRAVERTINE: Most commonly, the porous holes in travertine
are filled with a mixture of hardener and dust by–products, from
the cutting and honing process, for a perfect color match.

Standard Sizes
610 x 610 x 12mm
610 x 406 x 12mm
457 x 457 x 12mm
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Exclusive Travertine – Filled & Honed
Lanzerac Hotel and Spa Stellenbosch Cape Town

406 x 406 x 12mm
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Travertine

Travertine

Bianco – Honed & Filled

Classic – Unfilled & Brushed
Standard Sizes
610 x 610 x 12mm

Cappuccino – Honed & Filled

Standard Size
Standard Sizes
457 x 457 x 12mm
406 x 406 x 12mm

457 x 457 x 12mm

Our lightest shade of Travertine
with off white tones. Exclusively
available at Artmar.

Bianco Country Travertine – Filled & Honed
30
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406x406x12mm
406x406x12mm
203x203x12mm

610x406x12mm

406x406x12mm

610x406x12mm

Travertine

Travertine

Classic Pattern Set – Unfilled & Tumbled

203x203x12mm

406x406x12mm

406x406x12mm
203x203x12mm

203x203x12mm

406x406x12mm
406x203x12mm

Classic Pattern Set – Unfilled, Brushed & Chiseled Edge

Standard Sizes
French Pattern Set x 12mm
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Travertine – Vein cut, unfilled
Available for import
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Terrazzo

Terrazzo

Terrazzo
Our Terrazzo is manufactured to the highest standards ensuring
sustainability, durability and low maintenance. Terrazzo is dense
and hard wearing.
Our Terrazzo is made with chips of marble or granite that are set in
cementitious binder, polymeric, or combination of both and then
polished. These chips are mostly recycled – remnants of marble or
granite reused to create a beautiful and highly sustainable option
for flooring.
Terrazzo is suitable for commercial applications including entrances,
foyers, reception areas, including living and dining rooms. For
residential applications it can be used indoors including living and
dining, kitchens, bathrooms and laundries. It can be treated to
make it slip resistant for use in outdoor applications as well.
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Marble Volakas Slab Polished – Waterfall Edge Island
Terrazzo – Available for import
Private residence Atlantic Seaboard Cape Town

Midnight Black

Image supplied by SALT Architects
Photo credit: Linda Smal Photography
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T206

T203

T203

Terrazzo

T198

Terrazzo

T197

Standard Sizes
400x400x20mm or 30mm
600x600x30mm
800x600x30mm
1200x600x30mm
1600x600x30mm
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Terrazzo – Available for import
Image supplied by SALT Architects
Photo credit: Linda Smal Photography
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Limestone

Standard Size
600 x 600 x 15mm

Limestone

Limestone

Opal Limestone – Tumbled

Formed over millennia in subterranean water systems, and in the
beds of ancient oceans, limestone tiles make a unique decorative
statement in a variety of settings, and has a variety of uses too.
Popular in the medieval period for the construction of castles, forts
and cathedrals (many of which stand today), limestone has been
a workhorse as a reliable building material for thousands of years.
Rugged, durable, yet with a refined beauty all of its own, Limestone
tiles are gaining gaining in popularity as flooring and for use in
exterior facades, lending an oldworld appeal to residences much
in the same way as its close cousin travertine does.
Limestone tiles from Artmar are of the highest quality, designed for

Silvermoon Pattern Set – Natural

a refined look and high performance. And because Artmar delivers
limestone tiles directly from where it is quarried and cut, customers

Standard Size

looking for the best in natural stone tiles gain the best price and lose
nothing of the quality which is expected from the best limestone

1200 x 600 x 20mm

tiles to be found.

French Pattern Set x 12mm

Silvermoon Pattern Set
38
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Sandstone

Sandstone

Sandstone
Sandstone is a sedimentary rock with a beautiful and unique stained
and weathered patterned look. This natural stone gets its name from the
sand–sized grains of rock, organic material and minerals it is composed
from. It is a popular building and paving material from ancient times.
Our sandstone range offers a unique appearance and easy
workability that continues in adding wonderfully toned and textured
surfaces in a variety of settings.
Sandstone is recognized for its natural strength, durability and slip
resistant properties. This stone withstands the harshest climates,
increasing in value and aesthetic appeal overtime.
As a landscaping and building stone, sandstone is full of character.
It can also be used for cladding facades of interior and exterior walls.
It is a very popular stone for use around swimming pool edges due to
its non–slip surface.
The unique, striated weathering patterns which sandstone is known
for, is known to add a look which brings out the best in the surrounding
design elements of your interiors or exteriors.
Our sandstone tiles are offered in shades of browns, golds, pinks, greys
and greens.
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Desert Sand
Private Residence, Wall Installation
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Sandstone

Mint – Natural

Sandstone

Desert Sand – Natural

Standard Sizes
600 x 600 x 10 – 20mm
400 x 400 x 8 – 15mm
300 x 300 x 8 – 15mm

Country Cameo – Natural

Sandy Grey – Natural
Standard Sizes
French Pattern Set x 20mm

Mint – Natural
Outdoor Patio Area
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Standard Size

Slate

Slate

Slate

Midnight Black

600 x 600 x 10mm

Slate flooring is resistant to impact and is therefore
ideal to apply in areas where a high volume of traffic
is expected. It is also a good choice in areas where
moisture is expected, such as a bathroom or around a
pool, as it is naturally slip resistant.
Our slate tiles are imported from Brazil and are available
in the clefted finish, which means that the slate is still in
its natural state, giving that gorgeous natural effect you
would expect from this natural stone. Best of all, slate
tiles require very little maintenance due to it being stain
resistant. To clean it and keep it looking brand–new just

Midnight Black

a simple wash with water will do.

Standard Size
800 x 400 x 10mm
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Midnight Black
Private Residence Camps Bay Cape Town

So, if you are weighing your options for natural stone
flooring, slate is a stylish and cost–effective option to
consider.

Midnight Black
45

Porcelain

Porcelain

Porcelain
Our porcelain range, available in large format sizes, is one of our more
affordable and cost effective options on our product list. With natural
stone look-alike prints in many colours and various finishes, some being
non-slip, allowing you to use them for both indoor and outdoor projects.
These porcelains are suitable for wall and floor applications and like all
of our items, is of the best quality within its product spectrum. Use these
for large scale commercial projects, feature walls, flooring and much
more.

London Grey

Standard Size
1200 x 600 x 10mm

London Grey
Commercial – Hotel Lift Lobby
46
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Dakar Anthracite

Albatross Matt

Porcelain

Atlantis White

Porcelain

Atlantis Matt White

Standard Size

Standard Size
Atlantis Anthracite
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Dakar Grey

1200 x 600 x 10mm

Marne Bone

Tundra Matt

1200 x 600 x 10mm
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Porcelain

Porcelain

London Anthracite

Standard Size
1200 x 600 x 10mm
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London Anthracite
O’ Two Hotel, Cape Town
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Vista Lead Grey

Moment Vizon

Porcelain

Spazio Grey

Porcelain

Marn Vizon

Standard Size
Spazio Anthracite

Moment Grey

Vista Bone

800 x 800 x 10mm

Standard Size
1200 x 600 x 10mm
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Porcelain

Porcelain

Dendro Maple

Standard Size
Dendro Noche
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Dendro Noche
Bedroom Floor

1180 x 180 x 10mm
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Cladding

Cladding

Quartzite – Bianco Green – Natural

Cladding
STONE CLADDING ADDS CHARACTER TO YOUR INTERNAL OR
EXTERNAL SPACE.
Natural Stone cladding is a popular material for both interior and
exterior applications. Derived from the earth, natural stones such
as sandstone, quartzite, slate and travertine are favoured for
their organic nature, tonal variations and imperfections. They are
also highly durable and weather well, outlasting harsh weather
conditions. We stock a versatile range of cladding, in various formats
and finishes with many colours to select from.

Standard Size

Choose from our panelled cladding and our free length cladding,
designed to make the application process that much easier for

Quartzite – Black Star – Natural

you to do. Use these products for your outside walls, water features,

150 x 600 mm panels

braai areas, indoor feature walls, splashbacks, or even as boarders
to create contrast – the options are endless and the finished look is
one that never disappoints.
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Quartzite – Bianco Green
Outdoor Wall Cladding
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Standard Size

Quartzite – Silver Grey Rivens –
Natural

Quartzite – Autumn Grey Rivens –
Natural

Sandstone – Rivens – Handchipped

50 x FL

50 x FL

50 x FL

Marble – Snow White – Splitface

Travertine – Light – Splitface

Travertine – Light – Splitface

75 x FL and 100 x FL

100 x FL

50 x FL

Cladding

Quartzite – Bianco Pearl – Natural

Cladding

Quartzite – Bianco Gold – Natural

150 x 600mm panels

Sandstone – Ashbrown – Natural
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Sandstone – Mint – Natural
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Slate – Dusky Black – Natural

Sandstone – Pattern Set – Hand Chipped

Cladding

Cladding

Sandstone – Sandalwood – Natural

Standard Size
Pattern-set

Standard Size
Slate – Redwood – Natural

Slate – Rich Autumn – Natural

150 x 600 mm panels

Sandstone – Rivens – Natural

Standard Size
Sandstone – Pattern Set – Hand Chipped
Private Residence West Beach Blouberg Cape Town
60

50 x FL
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Mosaic

Mosaic

Mosaic
WHY CHOOSE NATURAL STONE MOSAIC?

Natural stone mosaic surfaces have adorned interior spaces for
thousands of years, and in many cultures. The beauty of marble,

•

travertine, limestone, granite, slate and quartzite tiles for use in

You’ll get a wonderfully and naturally varied set of colour
ranges.

highmoisture areas in particular haven’t lost any of its allure even
now in the 21st century. This is not to mention how enduringly

•

practical these natural stone surfaces are.

You’ll appreciate the natural patterning and unique
character in a stone mosaic tile.

With decorative, earthy colour ranges, the design possibilities of

•

You’ll benefit from an incredibly versatile range of surfaces

natural stone mosaic tiles for walls, mosaic patterned floors, and

to be applied to interiors, exteriors, kitchens, bathrooms

backsplashes in the modern kitchen and bathroom continues to be

and beyond.

a selection of choice for many professionals and property owners

•

alike. So does the use of natural mosaic stone wall tiles of exterior

You’ll add an artistic element to whatever space you are
looking to transform.

spaces as well, transforming a standard vertical space, or outdoor
living area into a feature to be cherished for years.

•

You’ll get a surface that will endure for the long term, in
look, but also in performance.

Polished, honed or tumbled natural stone mosaic tiles for walls and
flooring adds character, artistry and a sense of performance. It ties
your space to traditions that span cultures, on which the modern
world is built.

Silver Marble Mosaic
Bathroom Feature Wall
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Marble – Brown Beige Gold
Polished – 50 x 100mm

Marble – Burdur Beige
Polished – 48 x 48mm

Travertine – Classic
Filled & Honed – Miniset

Travertine – Light Strips
UF Tumbled – Random

Travertine – Diagno Mix
UF Tumbled – Random

Marble – Silver
Polished – 48 x 48mm

Marble – Silver
Polished – 100 x 100mm

Marble – Silver
Polished – Miniset

Travertine – L_M_N Mix
UF Tumbled – 48 x 48mm

Travertine – Light
Splitface – 25 x 50mm

Travertine – L_N Mix
Splitface – 25 x 50mm

Marble – White Grey Black
Interlocking – Polished – Random

Marble – White Silver Grey
Interlocking – Polished – Random

Marble – White Pebble
Honed – Random

Travertine – Light
UF Tumbled – 23 x 23mm

Travertine – Pebbles L_N Mix
UF Tumbled – Random

Travertine – L_N Mix
UF Tumbled – Miniset

Mosaic

Mosaic
64

Marble – Brown Beige Gold
Polished – 48 x 48mm
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Travertine – Classic
Filled & Honed – 100 x 100mm

Travertine – Light Interlocking
Filled & Honed – 50 x 100mm

Travertine – Light
UF Tumbled – 48 x 48mm

Mosaic

Mosaic

Travertine – Classic
Filled & Honed – 48 x 48mm

Travertine – Classic
UF Tumbled – Miniset

Mosaic Sheet
Classic Travertine – Filled and Honed Tiles & Mosaics
66

305 x 305mm
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Granite Midnight Storm

Quartzite Apollo Grey

Marble Santorini Blue

Marble Calacatta

Marble Luna White

Slate Midnight Black

Marble Cosmic Eclipse

Onyx Honey Rainbow

Polished – 30mm

Polished Marble – 20mm

The most common uses of slabs are for countertop and indoor wall
coverings. However, the recent trend of book–matched applications
has also created impressive living space designs. From granite slabs,
marble slabs, quartz slabs and many more stone materials, you can
create the most suitable pattern–colour combination to your design.
Imagine your fireplace, or feature dining room wall with this beautiful
technique, in the stone and colour of your choice.

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Also, very popular lately is a waterfall edge island. Waterfall installations
are style statements with staying power. Waterfall style refers to the
way the quartz, granite, or marble countertops extend down the side

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Slabs & Countertops –
Partner Brands

of an island or cabinet, all the way to the floor, with a continuous flow
of the movement in the stone. The aesthetic may have brought you
here, but once you learn about the practical reasons for choosing a
waterfall edge design, you may not be able to resist.
Picking the perfect stone application, deciding on design elements

Polished – 20mm

Natural – 20mm

like custom edging and surface finishes, as well as guidance on
creative and innovative ways to use your stone, will all elevate your
project and guarantee a space that you dreamed of.

Bespoke Custom Made Fireplace
68

18mm

Polished – 20mm
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Marble White Horizon

Marble Silver Shadow

Marble Portoro

Marble Platinum Beige

Marble Volakas

Marble Sunbeam Beige

Marble Silver Pearl

Marble Pietra Grey

Marble Palamino

Marble Silver Canyon

Marble Rosso Levanto

Marble Silver Emprador

Marble Pearl Black

Marble Pearl Bianco

Marble Silver Canyon

Marble Ripple Grey

Marble Salt Lakes

Marble Nero Emprador

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm
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Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Leathered – 30mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Marble Volakas

Polished – 20mm

Mercury Blue Waterfall Vein Match Mitered Edging Kitchen Counter
Private Residence Cape Quarter Cape Town

Marble Mercury Blue
Polished – 20mm
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Granite Iron Mountain

Marble Mugla White

Marble Golden Beige

Granite Ebony Wave

Granite Galaxy Fields

Marble Pacific Grey

Marble Crema Royal

Granite Himba Plains

Marble Callisto Moon

Marble Light Emprador

Marble Crema Marfil

Granite Santa Rosa

Marble Calacatta

Marble Ivory Latte

Marble Calcata Dolomite

Leathered – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 30mm

Polished – 30mm
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Polished – 20mm

Polished – 30mm

Polished – 18mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 30mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Granite Dusty Noir

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm
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Marble Arctic Storm

Marble African Light

Marble Bermuda Brown

Travertine Classic

Marble Bianco Silver

Marble Arctic Snow

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20/30mm

Marble African Dark

Granite Venus Grey

Granite Rustenburg Black

Marble Arctic Wave

Marble Arctic Ridge

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Marble Calacatta

Granite Fantasia White

Granite Aspen White

Marble Bianco Oro

Marble Antique Silver Pearl

Marble African Gold

Frosted Seas Granite

Ebony Wave Granite

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm
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Polished – 20mm

Leathered – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20/30mm

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 30mm

Filled and Honed – 20mm

Polished – 30mm

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Slabs & Countertops – Partner Brands

Marble Burdur Beige

Polished – 20mm

Polished – 20mm
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Engineered Stone – Partner Brands

Engineered Stone – Partner Brands
76

Founded in 2009, Neolith, the market–leading brand of Sintered Stone

Caesarstone quartz surfaces are ideal for virtually any interior surface

Dekton® has a number of properties that make it a unique for indoor

Infinity specialises in the production of large–scale slabs up to a

is a revolutionary product which has become a material of choice

from kitchen countertops, bathroom vanities and stairs, to wall

applications, but also, thanks to its resistance to the sun’s rays, it

maximum size of 1620×3240 mm, in thickness of 6 mm, 12 mm and

for architects, designers, specifiers and fabricators. This pioneering

panelling and interior furniture. Although traditionally used for high–

is perfect for outdoor surfaces, making it the versatile material

20 mm. The slabs can be applied to walls, transformed to create

material can be specified for the most demanding interior and exterior

end residential countertops, Caesarstone also offers an attractive

par excellence. Big in size, big on features. With its large format

decorative furnishing elements or used as external cladding on glued

building projects. Combining high–definition detailed decoration with

and versatile finish for commercial and institutional buildings. Our

up to 320 x 144cm, the design possibilities increase along with the

or ventilated façades. All the Infinity products are exclusively made

high–performance qualities, Neolith offers the triple reassurance of

quartz surfacing is tough enough to handle the wear–and–tear risks

range of applications in kitchens, bathrooms, flooring, wall tiling,

in Italy. The Infinity porcelain stoneware comes from careful research

strength, beauty and longevity. Neolith is produced using the very

of high traffic interior spaces and beautiful enough to complement

and facades. Dekton offers more than 40 colours across eight

and selection of premium raw materials and is a highly specialised

latest in sintering technology, replicating the thousands of years’

any design scheme. Caesarstone offers the widest range of colours

collections. Its versatility and extensive customization options allow

manufacturing process. The surfaces do not suffer from any problems

process by which natural stone is formed in a matter of hours. “Good

and designs and carries all the important international certifications

designers and architects to make their ideas a reality.

linked to atmospheric temperature changes and guarantee ease

design is where science and art meet in decorum” | Robin Mathew

for health and environmental management. Our products also come

of ordinary cleaning even if exposed to the weather and have a 10

with a lifetime warranty.

year warranty.
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Indisputable leader in countertops for 25 years, Silestone is a

The affordable countertop solution. When your wood, laminates

Vicostone Quartz Slabs are. Manufactured using the Breton

Pro Quartz offers a rare combination of superior aesthetics, versatility

combination of natural quartz and other raw materials that are

and scratch easy surfaces let you down, you know it’s time to turn to

(Italian) manufacturing process. Viicostone is backed by a 15 Years

and surpassed strength in all our products, where elegance and

extraordinarily hard and resilient. These characteristics combine to

nature’s choice for durability – quartz. Eezi Quartz countertops don’t just

warranty. Vicostone Quartz Slabs are also MICROBIAL RESISTANT

beauty meet functionality and lasting durability. For over a decade

create an ideal surface for kitchen countertops, bathrooms, flooring

offer you amazing durability and a good–looking kitchen or bathroom

and are certified with an ASTM D6329–98 certification. Owing to the

we have been building on the principles that started Proquartz –

and wall siding. Silestone offers beauty similar to natural stone in a wide

finish. With Eezi Quartz you can rest assured that your countertops will

above certification, our slabs can safely be installed in hospitals,

honesty, integrity, transparency and quality. We are backed by a

range of over 50 colours and extraordinary textures. Discover different

serve you for life, at an affordable price! With 21 popular colours to

laboratories, restaurants and schools. Vicostone slabs are NSF and

close family of driven and passionate people, who strive to deliver

formats with the minimum number of joints but with the highest warranty

choose from and a 15–year warranty on residential projects and 6

CEinternationally certified as well as GREENGUARD quality certified;

those same principles. By partnering with fellow leaders in the

of hygiene and easy maintenance. With Silestone and a wide range

year warranty of commercial projects you are bound to find an Eezi

and proudly environmental ISO 14001:2004 certified. VICOSTONE

industry, we have expanded our ranges by adding the Sigma Quartz

of creativity that is at your disposal, it is frankly inspiring.

Quartz countertop to suit your project.

believes that you are a humble artist. We inspire you to express your

range. This affords us with the opportunity to create a more generous

unique style and make your home a thoughtful and personal living

offering to our valued clients.

space.
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Installing natural stone in your home is an investment you’ll enjoy for years to come
and a timeless style statement. While it’s important to choose the right material for

Edging

DUPONT
EDGE

HALF
ROUND
BULLNOSE

PENCIL EDGE

ARRIS
EDGE

REVERSED
ROUNDED
BEVEL

1/2
BEVEL

1/4 BEVEL

REVERSED
BEVEL

ROUNDED
PENCIL

your project, you also need to find the right stone fabricator.
A stone fabricator is the craftsman who turns a rough slab into a finished product.
*Artmar Natural Stone offer services in all areas of fabrication and installation for
both tiles and slabs. These include tile cutting, bull–nosing, tile acid washing, honing

Fabrication & Installation

Fabrication & Installation

Fabrication
& Installation

and polishing.
Working with natural stone is our passion, and what we can do with it, is endless.
Artmar Natural Stone have made countless, customised and bespoke pieces for
both residential and commercial projects.
If you dream it, we can make it. The options are limitless.

DEMI
BULLNOSE

FULL-ROUND
BULLNOSE

*Currently available in our Cape Town branch and with trusted partners in Johannesburg
and across the country.

BIRDS BEAK
MITER

WATERFALL
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MITERED
EDGE

HALF ROUND

ROUNDED
MITER

2 1/2 ROUND

ON DBL

ON FULL

ROUND

ROUND
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Artmar Natural Stone’s product range doesn’t stop at natural or engineered
stone. We can also help you with all your important tiling installation and

Specialists Choice Art–fix –
Marble Adhesive

Consumables

Bespoke Furniture

Consumables
maintenance needs.
We offer a wide range of premium consumables, such as bonding liquids,
epoxies, sealants, grouts, adhesives, tile cleaning products & accessories
and more.
With years of experience and knowledge, Artmar Natural Stone
manufacture our very own tile adhesive, Artfix, specifically and specially
made for natural stone installations. Artfix is a trusted white adhesive and
well known for its six hour set, ensuring your installation sets perfectly and
without any discolouration to the stone. Artfix mixed with bonding liquid is
also recommended and trusted with porcelain installations.
We also offer a variety of grout colours to match your choice of natural
stone perfectly to give it that seamless look that you desire. Lastly, we stock
a full range of TFC products, such as, grout offs, natural stone cleaning
agents and of course something that is imperative to maintaining your
natural stone’s look – sealants.
Speak to one of our knowledgeable consultants should you need any
advice on your product choice, to ensure that you get the best longevity
possible from your choice of natural stone.

Interior Design and Image supplied by: SOdesigns and Interiors
Custom made Marble Dining Table – Atlantic Seaboard Cape Town
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CAPE TOWN | SHOWROOM & WAREHOUSE
57 Paarden Eiland Road
Paarden Eiland
Cape Town
Tel: +27 21 556 0202 Email: info@artmar.co.za
JOHANNESBURG | SHOWROOM & WAREHOUSE
9 Remblok Road, Slip Road off C.R. Swart Drive
Strydompark
Randburg, 2169
Tel: +27 11 704 7446 Email: jhb@artmar.co.za

www.artmar.co.za
Artmar disclaimer – Natural stone colour, veining, and character varies within batches and crates.
Images represent only general characteristics of the quarry at the time of print. E&OE.
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